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Tiret is pleased you have chosen this prestige timepiece. Our interest
is in creating luxury goods individualized for our clientele.

Preferred materials used to create each Tiret timepiece include
exquisite fancy colored diamonds, brilliant white diamonds, and
precious metals.

The customized parts and movements used honor the established
tradition of fine Swiss watchmaking and are detailed, engraved and
tailored to our specifications. Precision and elegance are inherent
to each model.

Daniel Lazar established Tiret with its launch in 2004. Each
uniquely shaped model and every detail have been conceptualized
by Daniel and produced by experts in haute horology resulting in
elegance and precision dressed in superior craftsmanship.

Tiret represents an emotional relation to time. Each Tiret model is
designed to complement the exclusive lifestyle of its owner. Enjoy
your Tiret product and let the design be as individual as you.
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Tiret timepieces undergo strict precision and quality testing in
accordance with the highest standards in the Swiss watchmaking
industry. As well, extreme care is taken with each individual timepiece
to verify its water resistance capability.

Diamonds selected to adorn the dial, watchcase, bezel and clasp are
specifically cut and fitted exclusively for our product using the finest
handcraftsmanship and state of the art machinery.

The Tiret warranty is valid only if the serial number imprinted on the
watch casing is clearly legible and no part of the original watch has
been removed, changed, altered, replaced, erased, or defaced in any
way. Failure of the foregoing conditions voids all rights resulting from
your Tiret warranty.

For cleaning, repair or battery replacement, please contact the retail
location from where you made your purchase.

Your new Tiret timepiece is a statement of unique modern design,
exquisite artisanship and Swiss precision. We trust it will bring you
complete satisfaction.
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TIRET Automatic Chronograph Skeleton 2019

TIRET since 2004 introduced this year a Auomatic 
Chronograph Skeleton – an intricately executed openwork 
chronograph.  The 2019 models are presented with a steel case 
with skeleton dial on the well know automatic ’T’ case.

The TIRET Masterpiece chronograph skeleton case is large 
(47 mm) and it is available in steel, with the well know removable 
bezel with or without diamonds setting. The design is in the 
typical TIRET Automatic style, and a thin sloped bezel frames, 
sapphire crystal. Dynamic pushers and crown are giving the watch 
a water resistance to 100 m / 330 ft. Swiss made.

The laser-cut, open work dial. The ‘skeletonization’ imparts a 
modern, technical look. The openwork dial and movement allow 
the wearer to discover the interplay of the gears and the watch 
inner workings, including the balance wheel and the barrel on 
full display. The two sub dials feature skeletonized discs/wheels. 
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The hours and minutes hands are diamond-cut 
with luminescent material. The flange is circular brushed and 
the brand logo is visible on the movement and on the dial and on 
a dedicated new rotor.

The TIRET Automatic chronograph skeleton is powered by an 
automatic chronograph. The chronograph movement operates 
at 28,800 vibrations per hour and has a power reserve of 
48 hours.
 
At the rear of the watch, visible through the exhibition caseback, 
the movement features on the openwork rotor.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TIRET AUTOMATIC 
MASTERPIECE CHRONOGRAPH SKELETON

Case: 47 mm 
– stainless steel 
– sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating 
– see-through case back 
– water resistant to 100m.

Movement: calibre mechanical with automatic winding 
– 48h power reserve 
– 28’800 vibrations/h 
– 27 jewels – hours, minutes, small seconds, chronograph 
(central second and 30 minute counter).

Strap: alligator leather strap with deployment buckle.
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SWISS MOVEMENT   TR 18／1

Setting Crown position

Setting Crown position

Hour hand

Hour hand

Minute hand

Minute hand

Second hand

Second hand

60 seconds counter

60 seconds counter

30 minutes counter

30 minutes counter

Display watch hand

( Position  I  II )

Pusher button A

Pusher button A

Pusher button B

Pusher button B

I II
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Crown 2 position

Normal running of watch and 
                        hand-winding

Position for setting the time with 
stop second and correction of the   
date at every passing of midnight   

Remark: Self - winding of the watch by the movements of the wrist.

I II
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Simple timing function

START

Reset to zero

STOP
Read time

  - 36 seconds 

  - 20 minutes 

to order of functions

Setting crown 
in position I
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ADD function

START

RESTART

RESTART

Reset to zero

STOP Read

STOP Read

STOP Read

to order of functionsx

x

Setting crown in position I
I

A

B
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Top Glass

I-Ring Top Glass

Top Bezel

Bottom Bezel

Dial

Case

2h Pusher

Tube

Crown

4h Pusher

Pin with Pusher

Holder

Cover with Lock

Screw with Movement

Back O-Ring

Back

Screw Back

Back Glass I-Ring

Back Glass
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TIRET AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH SKELETON is not 
recommended for water related activities.These are not dive 
timepieces.

It is suggested to contact your Tiret point of sale to discuss when to
schedule maintenance for your timepiece.

Please note that a timepiece is an instrument wherein its parts run
best when maintained.
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Your Tiret timepiece is warranted for an unlimited period against
any manufacturing defects subject to the following conditions: any
part found by our technical service to be defective as a result of a
manufacturing fault will be repaired or replaced free of charge by
Tiret. However, after the first 24 months from the date of purchase,
the labor cost of any repair or replacement will be charged to you
whether or not the replacement part is supplied under the terms of
this Limited Warranty.

The Certificate located at the front of the booklet should be completely
filled out, dated, stamped and signed by an authorized Tiret dealer.
Please be certain to retain this Certificate.

Except to the extent prohibited by applicable law, this Limited
Warranty shall be the exclusive manufacture warranty. Neither
this Limited Warranty, with respect to the labor cost, nor any other
warranties, expressed or implied, including any implied warranty of
merchantability or if fitness for a particular purpose, shall extend
beyond the period of 24 months from the date of purchase. The liability
of Tiret is limited solely and exclusively to repair or replacement as
stated in the present booklet. Tiret shall not be liable, by virtue of this
Limited Warranty or otherwise, for any loss or damage arising out of
the use of or the inability to use this timepiece or for any incidental or
consequential damages relating in any way to this timepiece.
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This Limited Warranty does not cover:

     • damage resulting from accidents, mishandling or abusive
        use (for example, knocks, dents or crushing)

     • unauthorized alteration or repair

     • unauthorized manipulation of the bezel

     • unauthorized manipulation of the diamonds, rare stones
        and decorative applications

     • the consequences of normal wear and aging of the timepiece
        or of the choice of strap, bracelet

     • loss of water-resistance after 24 months from the date of
        purchase  
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For more information, please visit
www.worldoftiret.com



www.worldoftiret.com


